
step by step beads

I cannot bear to throw out my practice or broken lamp-
worked beads. Most pieces have beauty somewhere within, and
I often see dollar signs floating above from my stashes of
“imperfect” beads. I started exploring ways to use these 
“mistakes.” Now I find some of my most interesting pieces stem
from trying to correct imperfections. Here are two tricks that
may save many innocent and lovely beads from the trash bin! 

Fixing a broken bead

Use a razor tool to cut a circle into
the glass to separate the part of the
bead with the release in it, then
fire polish and anneal it.

After annealing, grind off the
“infected” glass. You can also use a
Dremel with a diamond tip mandrel
or wet dry sandpaper in water. This
does leave you with the dilemma of a
matte finish on parts of a highly pol-
ished bead. The easy way out is to

acid-etch the entire bead so it is all matte finished. Note: Always
wear safety goggles and a mask when using a Dremel or grind-
ing. Be sure to keep the glass and Dremel bit wet to keep glass
fragments from being inhaled.

To retain the high polish on a particular bead without etch-
ing, line a mandrel with thin fire fiber paper and slide the beads
over it to the center of the mandrel. If you put more than one

bead on the mandrel, be sure the
beads don’t touch each other. Use a
ceramic bead rack to hold the rods
up and kiln stilts to raise up larger
beads so they don’t touch the kiln
shelf.  Set your kiln settings for fire
polishing and return the outer layer
to a high shine.

makeover!
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Fuse cracked beads down to cabochons
Use the Dremel to completely clean out the hole in the

bead. Scrub the bead to make sure there are no remaining
metal fragments from the drill bit or remnants of fiber paper
or bead release.

Determine the best side of the bead, then place it face up in
your kiln. 

Kiln settings and firing schedules vary with the different
types of glass so be sure to adjust your settings to whatever
your manufacturer recommends for full fusing.

I was absolutely amazed at how beautiful they turned out. I
have used this technique on torched beads made with 104, 96,
and 90 COE glass. I have even fused beads with reduction frit
on them. I hope you have as much fun as I did using these tech-
niques to rehab your beads.
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